
8. ‘HAUSBACKENE COMBINATIONEN’

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The success of Mayer’s lunar tables depended to a large extent on his artful adjust-
ment of their underlying coefficients to observations. In his own view, expressed
in the introduction of Theoria Lunae, the theory was incapable of producing all co-
efficients accurately, and fitting was a necessity. The size of such a task must not
be underestimated: Mayer fitted all fourteen longitude equAtions plus a few provi-
sional ones plus the epochs and mean motions to over a hundred lunar observations.
With least-squares algorithms now omnipresent on today’s computers, such a fit
costs hardly more time than what is needed for the data entry. But the panorama
looked completely different in the 1750’s. Computers were workers of flesh and
blood operating with pencil and paper, the method of least squares had not yet been
invented, and statistical reasoning about model fitting was in its infancy. One of
the pioneers in this area was Tobias Mayer. He held a particular appetite for large
data sets and their application to the modelling of reality: be it with regard to the
position of the moon, a geographical map of Germany, or temperature distribution
on the earth.

The current chapter is devoted to his work of fitting the lunar table coefficients
to observations, and in particular to an investigation of his methods to achieve his
goal. What emerges is that Mayer did not have a systematic method (such as least
squares) to this end, although he had developed some tools which are highly inter-
esting in themselves. Some of Mayer’s other activities with large data sets will be
evaluated in the next chapter.

The orgaisation of this chapter is as follows. Section 8.2 shows that not much
can be gleaned from existing printed sources of what exactly Mayer did in order
to adjust the coefficients in his lunar theory to the observations. To learn more,
we must turn to certain unpublished manuscript sources that are described in sec-
tion 8.3. Section 8.4 explains my methods to investigate these manuscripts, and
concludes with examples of obtained results. In section 8.5, I propose a general
procedure by which Mayer worked, and which explains the intimate connections
shown to exist between several of those manuscripts. A large section 8.6 is de-
voted to the analysis of the few manuscript pages where most of Mayer’s work
crystallised, which are akin to modern spreadsheets. The results are presented and
reflected upon in the last section of the chapter.
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8.2 A SEARCH IN THE LITERATURE

8.2.1 Mayer about his own work

We start our enterprise with a search in the existing literature for clues. The most
logical place to start is Theoria Lunae. Mayer acknowledges in its introduction that
he fitted (or corrected, in his own terminology) the coefficients to observations, but
not how. Later in his text, he makes a more elaborate statement, devoting a complete
paragraph entitled ‘Correction of this formula through observations’ to it:

After I had compared this formula [wantij, cf. display 7.1] with many observations, it easily
appeared that the eccentricity of the lunar orbit, which I had supposed in this calculation =
0.05454 (§40), should be increased with its 1

300 part, and indeed that instead of the first term of
this formula −6◦16′56′′ sin p̃ should be substituted this: −6◦18′11′′ sin p̃. Further also the term
−2′38.6′′ sin ω̃ , which is the largest of those that depend on the solar parallax, was found to
be too large, since the observations do not allow it to be greater than −1′55′′ sin ω̃ . Moreover,
many terms appear in this same formula which the theory, even if treated with the utmost
care, cannot furnish accurately, for reasons well known to anyone who has exercised his vigour
and patience in this matter. Therefore I have preferred to define these ambiguous terms from
the observations, rather than that for their sake to pursue the extremely tedious calculations
still further (which I have been undertaking for a long time, with greater accuracy than anyone
before me so far), and to augment them by new and perhaps insurmountable difficulties. Finally
I have also corrected, through observations, those terms that the theory reveals with sufficient
accuracy, to have them agree better with the heavens, given the addition or subtraction of a
few seconds. I point this out principally for this reason, that nobody should think that the
calculation set forth so far, or the formula derived from this in the preceding §, were more
accurate and more in conformity with the observations, than my corrected lunar tables. For
just as that calculation rests only1 on the theory and is pressed upon from all sides by many
difficulties, so are the tables built upon both theory and practice, and so they must necessarily
be preferred. Meanwhile however, in order that it be clear how little the tables differ in most
inequAlities from this calculation, let me add this comparison of them. [follows list of wad
(unfitted) and wijd (fitted) equAtions; see appendix A] The terms that the formula printed in
[wantij] embraces besides those [that are printed in the list], are partly in themselves very
small by themselves, and partly in fact made dubious by the theory. But after a most diligent
examination of observations had been undertaken, it appeared sufficiently evident that they are
to be plainly rejected from the tables.2

1 The printed edition has Soli, which makes no sense, and is here interpreted as soli. In the
manuscript, Soli and soli are indistinguishable, and Mayer was not strict in capitalizing names
of celestial bodies.

2 ‘Correctio huius formulae per observationes.
§50 Postquam hanc formulam cum observationibus pluribus contulissem, facile adparuit, ec-
centricitatem orbitae lunaris, quam = 0,05454 in hoc calculo supposueram (§40.) augendam
esse parte sua 1

300 , atque adeo loco termini huius formulae primi −6◦.16′.56′′ sin .p̃ hunc esse
substituendum−6◦.18′.11′′ sin .p̃. Deinde etiam terminus−2′.38′′,6sin .ω̃ , qui maximus est eo-
rum qui a parallaxi Solis pendent, nimis magnus est deprehendus, quippe quem observationes
maiorem non admittunt, quam −1′.55′′ sin .ω̃ . Praeterea in eadem hac formula plures termini
occurrunt, quos theoria, licet summo studio tractata, accurate praebere non potest, ob rationes
nulli non cognitas, qui in hac re vires ac patientiam exercuit. Hos igitur terminos dubios mal-
ui ex observationibus definire, quam illorum gratia calculum taediosissimum, a me iamdudum
longe accuratius institutum, quam a quoque hactenus factum, ulterius adhuc persequi, novis-
que ac forte insuperabilibus augere difficultatibus. Denique etiam eos terminos, quos theoria
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So here we learn not only that Mayer fitted the coefficients of his lunar equAtions
to the observations, but also by how much. He expressed that it is more desirable to
have tables based on both theory and practice, than on theory alone; partly because
some of the coefficients cannot be accurately computed from the theory (this is
due to small divisors in the fractions that determine them; see the text leading up
to footnote 55 on page 80). He rejected the smallest equAtions, mainly because
comparison to observations had showed him that the tables could do without them.
But Mayer does not tell his reader how he managed to adjust his coefficients to
observations.

On the topic of fitting, this quotation exhausts all the evidence printed during
Mayer’s lifetime. Perhaps then we find some information in his correspondence.
The most obvious place to start is in the correspondence between Mayer and Leon-
hard Euler.3 From these letters emerges that Mayer had a lunar theory, based on
gravitation, at least since January 1752 (the circumstances surrounding the concep-
tion of Theoria Lunae, sketched in chapter 5, cast some doubts on his assertions).
Already at that time he used observations to fit some of the coefficients of the equA-
tions. In our search for Mayer’s methods, the most (and actually only) interesting
letter of him to Euler was written on 6 March 1754. In it, Mayer asserted that he had
managed to correct the accuracy of his tables’ predictions to within 30′′, which was
twice as accurate as lunar positions obtained through meridian transits. Therefore,
Mayer had done away with that kind of observations and had turned to the much
more accurately observable occultations of stars by the moon, explaining:

In order, however, that the uncertainty in the place of the fixed star might have no appreciable
influence on the position of the Moon, I have first of all collected only the occultations of a
single fixed star; then also if there were already a few minutes of doubt in the position of this
fixed star, the error would certainly not prejudice the use of these observations in the investiga-
tion of the inequalities of the Moon’s motion, but merely be reflected in the epoch of the mean
motion of the Moon, which one can afterwards easily correct through the observations of the
solar eclipse together with the position of the fixed star.4

He said that he had first made use of occultations of Aldebaran of which a con-
siderable number were available to him. Thus having found the most significant
corrections of his tables, he similarly made use of the occultations of other bright

satis manifeste ostendit, per observationes ita correxi, ut paucis secundis adiectis vel demtis
cum coelo magis consentirent. Haec ideo praecipue moneo, ne quis putet, calculum hactenus
expositum seu formulam § praeced. inde derivatam accuratiorem esse magisve conformem ob-
servationibus, quam tabulas meas lunares correctas. Ut enim iste calculus soli [see previous
footnote] theoriae innititur, plurimisque undique premitur difficulatibus; ita tabulae utrique tam
theoriae quam observationibus inaedificatae sunt, atque adeo non possunt non esse praeferen-
dae. Interim tamen ut pateat, quam parum tabulae a calculo hoc in perisque inaequalitatibus
differant, subiungam hanc earum comparationem.
[follows display of coefficients]
Termini, quos praeter hos formula §49 exhibita complectitur, partim in se minimi sunt, partim
vero a theoria dubii relinquuntur. Observationum autem diligentissimo examine instituto satis
evidenter patuit, eosdem ex tabulis prorsus esse reiiciendos’ [Mayer, 1767, pp. 50–53].

3 [Forbes, 1971a]
4 [Forbes, 1971a, p. 81]
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stars such as Spica, Regulus, Antares, the Pleiades, and others. All in all, he com-
puted from the occultations over a hundred observed lunar positions and obtained
from them

. . . still more, although almost inappreciably small, corrections of those equations which I em-
ploy in my printed tables.5

With the tables thus corrected, Mayer was able to detect errors of sometimes several
minutes in the ‘general’, i.e., meridian, observations of the moon.

As illuminating as these words are with respect to Mayer’s penetrating exper-
tise and dedication to create the best possible data sets, as reticent they are regard-
ing the inference of the best fitting parameters from those data. Further down, on
page 162, we will have the opportunity to connect Mayer’s report with his com-
putations. Other published correspondence of Mayer, however, is silent about the
fitting of coefficients, and the same holds for the several volumes of posthumously
published manuscripts.6

8.2.2 Commentators of Mayer’s work

We now turn to various commentators on Mayer, and first of all to Jean le Rond
d’Alembert. The first volume of his Recherches sur differens points importants
du système du monde, appearing on 1754, contained a sceptical note on Mayer’s
kil tables. He doubted their theoretical foundation and distrusted the accuracy
claimed for them, primarily because Mayer’s tables held so small a number of equA-
tions compared to, e.g., Clairaut’s. He challenged Mayer to supply observations in
support of his claimed accuracy, and was promptly served by a list of 139 lunar
positions of Bradley compared to Mayer’s tables, which Mayer published in the
third volume of the Göttingen Commentarii.7

That did not quite convince d’Alembert. Although he could not escape the
conclusion that Mayer’s tables seemed more accurate than those of Lemonnier and
Clairaut, he insisted that a larger volume of data was needed before any definitive
conclusions could be drawn. After all, it had taken many years before it became
apparent that Newton’s NTM was often less accurate than the 2′ claimed for it.
He adhered to the viewpoint that Lemonnier’s lunar tables (incarnating the NTM
prescriptions) were to be preferred because they had been compared to observa-
tions over a longer time, and consequently their error behaviour was better known,
than Mayer’s—a healthy viewpoint indeed.8 As we have seen, d’Alembert’s doubts
about the theoretical basis of the tables were justified, but Lemonnier’s tables were
ultimately abandoned in favour of Mayer’s.

5 [Forbes, 1971a, p. 81]
6 [Forbes, 1983], [Forbes, 1972], [Forbes and Gapaillard, 1996], [Forbes, 1971c].
7 [d’Alembert, 1756, I p. xxvi]. Mayer’s comparisons to observations were appended to

[Mayer, 1754]. Additional comparisons were later printed in [Mayer, 1770, pp. 30–1].
8 [d’Alembert, 1756, III pp. 43–45]. Bradley, by the way, was to undertake a comparison of

Mayer’s improved manuscript lunar tables with a significantly larger volume of observations.
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D’Alembert’s initial scepticism of Mayer’s pragmatic approach was soon mod-
erated. Even d’Alembert had to admit that theory left some equAtions insufficiently
well determined, and that observations were necessary to fill in the blanks:

However, the uncertainty of the coefficients that the Theory provides, compels to have recourse
to observations.9

He proposed to select observations according to carefully prescribed configurations
of the sun, moon, and earth as well as the apsides of their orbits, in such a way that
the resulting system of 19 equations breaks down into easily manageable portions
before the 19 coefficients are determined. He seems not to have practised his pro-
posal with real observations.10 Moreover, his method is deterministic, not statistical
like Mayer’s is, as we will see later. D’Alembert uses just as many observations as
are necessary to fix every parameter. Mayer, on the other hand, was searching for
ways to include more observational evidence in the determination of his parameters.
He subscribes more readily than d’Alembert to the basic facts that there are chance
errors in the observations, that these errors are bound to influence the parameters,
and that they have a certain tendency to cancel each other.

A few decades later, Jean-Baptiste Joseph Delambre appears to be considerably
more enthusiastic about Mayer’s work. Delambre justifies Mayer’s use of observa-
tions: the coefficients of some equAtions, he says, are obtained from theory with
insufficient accuracy, and observations are needed to determine them properly. Ob-
servations are required also to fill in the fundamental constants such as the masses
of the bodies, and the epochs and eccentricities of unperturbed orbits. These con-
stants can not be known merely through the solution of the differential equations,
but, to phrase it in modern terms, they are fixed by the boundary conditions of the
system of differential equations. Delambre sees fit to make the best possible use of
the observations and is willing to fit the magnitudes of all the perturbations directly
from them, instead of indirectly via the integration constants in the theory.11

In the same lemma, Delambre asserted that

Mayer adopted in [his] theory only the form of the arguments, and determined the coefficients
by the observations. He adhered mainly to solar eclipses and occultations of stars, which re-
quire no other instruments but a telescope and a well regulated clock; moreover there was no
collection of [observations of] meridian passages.12

Delambre’s last remark is curious, because there were such collections made at the
Greenwich Observatory, and Mayer had access to part of them. Flamsteed’s ob-
servations had been published,13 and Mayer had received a transcript of 139 of
9 «Or l’incertitude des coefficiens que la Théorie donne, oblige de recourir pour cela aux obser-

vations» [d’Alembert, 1756, III p. 44].
10 [d’Alembert, 1756, III, pp. 53–63].
11 [Delambre, 1827, p. 445].
12 «Mayer ne prenait dans la théorie que la forme de ses argumens, et déterminait les coeffi-

ciens par les observations. Il s’attachait principalement aux éclipses de Soleil et aux occul-
tations d’étoiles, qui n’exigent d’autres instrumens qu’une lunette et une horloge bien réglée;
d’ailleurs on n’avait aucune collection de passages au méridien» [Delambre, 1827, p. 440].

13 [Flamsteed, 1725].
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Bradley’s observations via Euler. There were also series of meridian passages ob-
served in Paris. One can hardly imagine that Delambre was unaware of the existence
of all of these observations.14

Neither d’Alembert nor Delambre were specific about Mayer’s fitting, and they
couldn’t have been more specific given the lack of information from Mayer himself.
More is to be expected from those who have had access to the manuscripts left
behind by Mayer, primarily from Eric Gray Forbes. Regarding Mayer’s statement
in Theoria Lunae that he had adjusted the theoretical coefficients from observations,
Forbes and his co-author Wilson remarked:

For so massive an operation of correction, it is plausible to assume that Mayer made use of equa-
tions of condition – the only then known statistical procedure for determining a large number
of unknowns simultaneously, and one which Mayer alone had previously used with success.15

What was there called ‘equations of condition’ is also known as the method of aver-
ages. Though not of his own invention, Mayer had applied it on an earlier occasion,
in an effort to determine the orientation of the lunar rotational axis. In short, the
procedure provides a way to handle an overdetermined system of equations relating
a number of observations to a smaller number of unknown parameters. Mayer’s
successful application of the procedure, which he clearly exposited in the Kosmo-
graphische Nachrichten,16 contributed much to the popularity of the method of av-
erages in the second half of the 18th century. The procedure will be discussed more
fully in 9.5.2 below. Forbes and Wilson added that

No doubt the accuracy of Mayer’s tables was primarily due to the skilful fitting of theory to
observational data, but Mayer’s artfulness in such empirical determinations of numerical coef-
ficients was new and unmatched among his contemporaries.17

This artfulness was certainly new and unmatched, as was, by the way, the sheer
accomplishment of such a massive fit. It is no unreasonable hypothesis that Mayer
applied the method of averages again under these circumstances. But nobody knows
how, in any more detail, Mayer went about to adjust his coefficients. As I will show,
he did not apply his method of averages in this case: the operation is perhaps too
massive for it to be used expeditiously, and there are too many variables.

To conclude this brief survey, we return to Göttingen, where early in the 19th
century a new observatory had been built. Its director and inhabitant was Carl
Friedrich Gauss, who was literally living on top of the manuscripts of his prede-

14 There is ample evidence that Mayer used the Paris observations. He copied 13 meridian transits
from the Mémoires for 1739; his extract of that volume is contained in Cod. µ12. He used
these observations in Cod. µ

]
41 to demonstrate the quality of his printed kil tables, and listed

the results (i.e., the differences between computed and observed positions of the moon) in the
introduction of the kil tables. Delambre might have been unaware that Mayer had used these
data, but he is unlikely to have missed Mayer’s published comparison of his tables against
Bradley’s observations appended to [Mayer, 1754].

15 [Forbes and Wilson, 1995, p. 66]; Gautier even thought it was so plausible that he presented it
as a fact in [Gautier, 1817, p. 73].

16 [Mayer, 1750a].
17 [Forbes and Wilson, 1995, p. 66].
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cessor Tobias Mayer, and from whom we may therefore expect a well-informed
opinion. Gauss, characteristically, was not so much impressed by the massiveness
of Mayer’s fit as he was disappointed by the lack of a method. Reflecting on the in-
vention of the method of least squares (of which he claimed priority over Legendre),
he remarked to his friend Schumacher:

. . . I do not doubt that already many of the mathematicians in that category, e.g., Tobias Mayer,
have cared to help themselves with that practice in circumstances where it would have been
worthwhile. I would have been ready to make a bet for this opinion.—Though now I know—
that I would have lost this bet, because since a few years papers of Tobias Mayer [are] in
possession of the observatory, [which show] that Tobias Mayer computed not according to a
systematic principle, but only according to homely combinations.18

It is time now that we turn to those papers of Mayer’s to see how much of Gauss’
statement was true.

8.3 A VARIETY OF MANUSCRIPTS

The main results in this chapter are derived from a complex set of interrelated
manuscripts, which deserve a detailed introduction before their relations will be
discussed. The relations are by no means immediately apparent, yet they are essen-
tial to unravel the process of fitting that Mayer employed. So first now, the relevant
manuscripts will be presented; more manuscripts are listed in appendix C.

Cod. µ
]
41: Etwa 300 Bl. über Sternbedeckungen und Mondbeobachtungen, frü-

here und eigene Beobachtungen und Rechnungen. The bulk of this manuscript
of 742 quarto pages consists of computations of lunar positions from lunar tables,
for specified times, and compared to observed positions. There are about 366 such
computations made from either lunar tables or coefficient sets (it is not always ev-
ident whether Mayer performed his computation with the help of tables, therefore
I will not always make a clear distinction between tables and coefficient sets, often
naming only one and implying the other too). An example of such a calculation
(position computation for short) is in figure 8.1. Each of the computations started
with a date and time for which an observation was available in Mayer’s records. He
computed the position of the moon as predicted by tables (or a set of coefficients),

18 „[. . . ] ich zweifle nicht, dass schon längst viele unter jener Cathegorie gehörende Mathemati-
ker, z.B. Tobias Mayer sich in Fällen, wo es der Mühe werth gewesen, jenes Verfahrens bedient
haben möchten. Ich würde für diese Meinung bereit gewesen sein eine Wette einzugehen.—
Allerdings weiss ich jetzt—dass ich diese Wette hätte verlieren müssen, da seit einigen Jahren
Rechnungspapiere von Tob. Mayer im Besitz der Sternwarte, dass Tob. Mayer nicht nach einem
systematischen Princip, sonder nur nach hausbackenen Combinationen gerechnet hat“, Gauss
to Schumacher, June 24, 1850 [Peters, 1863, p. 90]. In a letter to Olbers dated January 24, 1812,
he conjectures „dass z. B. [Mayer] so etwas angewandt hat, ohne es zu proclamieren“, (‘that
e.g., Mayer had applied something like that [i.e, a least-squares method], without proclaiming
it’) which suggests that he had not yet seen Mayer’s manuscripts then. References to Gauss’
correspondence came to my attention via [Sheynin, 1993, p. 43] and [Sheynin, 1979, p. 23].
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compared the result to the observed position, and inferred an error of the tables, i.e.,
a difference between calculated and observed place of the moon.

The calculations cover a very interesting period in Mayer’s efforts to improve
his lunar tables around the publication of the kil tables, and they are extremely
relevant to our understanding of his research at that time. They range from work
involving the new tables after the Entwurf, introduced on page 103 and dated 1752,
to a computation to verify a reputed solar eclipse observable in China in 2128 BC.
Mayer made this remarkable last computation following a request from Euler dated
1754 February 26, which he answered already on March 6 following, so we can
place very narrow bounds on the date on which he computed it.19 The calculation
of the circumstances of this very ancient Chinese eclipse is furthermore remarkable
because it is the only one in the whole manuscript that is based on the lunar tables
contained in Cod. µ

]
49 to be discussed below. This period (1752–1754) covers the

creation and fine-tuning of Mayer’s kil tables, and consequently we find many of
the coherent researches reported on in the introduction to those tables or in letters
to Euler. There are also position calculations which form the starting material for
part of Cod. µ

]
33, to be discussed next.

The folios of the manuscript are made up in quires, loosely stitched together to
form a book-like whole. The ordering of the quires is not chronological. One of
the quires makes the impression that it is particularly out-of-sequence, because it
contains position calculations based on Euler’s early lunar tables of 1746.20 Some
additional features of this quire, on which we will reflect in section 9.6, make it
rather interesting.

Cod. µ
]
33: Berechnung der Mondbeobachtungen, Vergleichung mit der Theorie.

This item comprises about thirty loose sheets, most of them of folio or double folio
dimensions. Each sheet was made up in rows and columns. Every row answers
to one date written in the leftmost column, the remaining columns are filled with
numbers. Examples of such sheets are depicted in figures 8.3 and 8.4. Similar
sheets exist amidst the papers on lunar theory in Cod. µ

]
28.

Most of this chapter will be devoted to showing that these sheets, which have
never been mentioned before in the literature, actually embody the meat of Mayer’s
process to improve the coefficients of his lunar tables. Parts of the sheets, and
sometimes by no means the least important parts, are very hard to read due to their
poor state, and also because Mayer scribbled insertions and corrections on them,
while he crossed out other information. Their form and function is very much akin
to the modern objects that we commonly refer to with the word spreadsheets: Mayer
tried the effects of various amendments to the coefficients of his lunar equAtions
using these sheets, in order to adjust the equAtions to observations.

19 For more details, see [Forbes, 1971a, pp. 79, 80, 84] and Vorlesungen über Sternkunde,
[Forbes, 1972, I, pp. 96–97].

20 Euler’s tables were published in Opuscula varii argumenti I, 1746 [Euler, 1746]. Mayer’s own
manuscript copy of these tables are preserved in Cod. µ

]
14, fol. 1–13.
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Cod. µ
]
49: Sonnen- und Mondtafeln. This is a collection of four quires, of which

each comprises a separate set of lunar tables, similar in layout to the kil tables
published in the Commentarii.21 The first quire of the bundle (val) is drawn up
in an orderly handwriting. The second quire (veen) is remarkable for two reasons:
firstly because, contrary to the other quires in this manuscript, its evection table is
the fifth, signalling a later stage of development (cf. remarks on the place of evection
in section 4.6); and secondly because half of its two-page evection table ended up
with the Astronomer Royal in Greenwich.22

The third and fourth quire (vlakte and vlije, repsectively) are in a less or-
derly handwriting. These two sets of tables are each incomplete by themselves, but
together they seem to form a complete set. Both are folded inside out, and one has
been stuck in between the pages of the other, just as if they had been in frequent
use for some time, complementing each other. I did not immediately recognize this
condition since they had been lying in the archive, folded in that particular way, for
much longer than their operational life in Mayer’s hands, and the folds in the paper
had naturally adjusted themselves to this permanent disordering. A shortlist on one
of their pages summarizes the results that were obtained in a sheet of Cod. µ

]
33.

Cod. µ5: Berechnungen über den Mond zur Prüfung der Mayer’schen Mondta-
feln. This is a bound quarto volume completely filled with about 144 numbered
position calculations, dating between 1661 and 1754, October 2. Numbers and
dates correspond to numbers and dates on sheets 9 to 11 in Cod. µ

]
33. Analysis of a

sample of the calculations showed that they are based on the mui and vlakte table
versions, similar (but not identical) to the rak manuscript tables which Mayer sent
to London in December 1754. The calculations also show that some improvements
to the tables were made, which led to different, usually smaller, errors. A subset
of the results obtained in this manuscript was apparently sent with the longitude
packet to London, as proof of the quality of the tables, where they were eventually
printed.23 It is very likely, therefore, that these position calculations were made in
the final stages before sending off the rak tables which formed the most significant
part of his longitude method.

On one of the first pages Mayer started a catalogue of stars (loca fixarum sup-
posita, initio anni 1750) but he got no further than two: notably, Aldebaran and
Regulus. These two stars played a major role in the improvement of coefficients
(cf. page 134 and section 8.6).

Cod. µ7: Berechnungen und Beobachtungen meist von Fixsternen. This is a
bound quarto volume, too. It contains various astronomical investigations, some-
21 [Mayer, 1753b].
22 It is now preserved in Cambridge University Library as a lone sheet in the Royal Greenwich

Observatory Archives, Papers of Nevil Maskelyne, RGO 4/125. The dislocation of this page is
explained by the circumstance that it held a revised table of secular acceleration on the backside,
and Mayer had stipulated that the revised secular acceleration must be sent together with his
‘last manuscript tables’ to the Astronomer Royal after his death (also see RGO 4/130).

23 41 results (some with slightly differing errors) were included in [Mayer, 1770, pp. 30–1], along
with Mayer’s descriptions of the method of, and the instrument for, taking lunar distances.
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what it the same vein as Cod. µ
]
41, though less voluminous, and it may be considered

as a sequel to the latter. Its contents include a determination of the orbit parameters
of Mercury (after its 1753 transit before the sun), and one of the other calcula-
tions (perhaps related to a determination of the right ascension of Regulus) is dated
4th May, 1755. There is a list of conclusions drawn from one of the spreadsheets,
though apparently not one of the sheets in Cod. µ

]
33. These conclusions, as well as

several lunar position calculations and a list of new lunar table coefficients, clearly
link this manuscript to the era of the vlakte and mui table versions, just like man-
uscript Cod. µ5 above.

8.4 A PAIR OF PLIERS

When I compiled a sorted list of the approximately 366 position calculations in
Cod. µ

]
41, it appeared that only about 45 of them were for dates in the sixteenth

century and earlier, while the majority of the calculations were for dates post-1610,
after the invention of the telescope. Some of the dates appear in the list multiple
times, suggesting that Mayer performed the computation several times from differ-
ent table versions. Some calculations are very brief or not even finished; others
cover several pages, e.g., when they involve a widely observed eclipse offering
abundant observational data to compare with the tabular predictions.

Not only these computations, but also much of the material in between them
put it beyond doubt that Mayer was testing and/or improving the accuracy of his
lunar tables. Only rarely does he explicitly jot down with which version of the
tables he is working. He declares at one point that from thence on he will use the
kil printed tables,24 while several calculations are accompanied by a note that they
were corrected using those printed tables. Mostly there is no direct evidence at all.

So, in order to track the progress that Mayer made, it is necessary to have at our
disposal a tool by which we can link position calculations to the tables (or coeffi-
cients) on which they were based. The remainder of this section will be devoted to
a description of such a tool.

The tool consists of two parts: one part to extract the coefficients of the equA-
tions used in a position calculation, the other to extract coefficients from tabulated
equAtions. I applied the second part to all versions of Mayer’s tables that I dis-
covered. This resulted in an overview of the coefficients used in all extant table
versions, to which I added the coefficients that I found enumerated in manuscripts,
printed sources, and letters (the various finding places are listed in display A.1 in
appendix A). The two parts of the tool together act as a pair of pliers: they show
which tables were used when and where, and they show which calculations were
made with what table version. With these pliers I could, for example, confirm the
truth in my suspicion that the quires of Cod. µ

]
41 were not bound in their chronolog-

ical ordering.

24 ‘In seqq calculi omnes subducuntur ex tabb novis lunae Solaribus impressis in Com.Soc reg
gött. Tom.II.’ Cod. µ

]
41 fol. 224v.
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8.4.1 Extraction of coefficients from position calculations

Before we proceed to the tool description, I will first recall the most important steps
necessary in the calculation of a lunar position. I refer to figure 8.1 for an example
of Mayer’s calculations in the manuscripts, and to section 4.1 for a full explanation
of the general scheme of calculation. There are some variations to the scheme which
need not distract us now, such as the placement of evection.

Every position calculation starts with looking up five mean motions (two for the
sun and three for the moon), and sometimes a secular acceleration term. From these
mean motions one computes the four basic arguments: ω , the lunar longitude minus
the solar longitude; p, the lunar longitude minus the longitude of lunar apogee; δ ,
the lunar longitude minus the longitude of its node; and ς , the distance of the mean
sun from the solar apogee. The arguments of all equAtions are simple integer linear
combinations of these four.25 Next in the procedure, the lunar anomaly and node
are corrected by their annual equAtions, and the lunar longitude by an aggregate of
about ten ‘minor equAtions’, as we have called them. The arguments of these equA-
tions are neatly listed together with the values of the equAtions answering to those
arguments, and the sum of the values is taken. The next steps in the calculation
take care of the remaining equAtions, principally the equAtion of centre, evection,
variation, and reduction, in a similar way.

Thus, a position calculation shows (a) the true longitude and mean anomaly of
the sun; (b) the three lunar mean arguments of longitude, anomaly, and node; (c) the
values of the arguments of all applied equAtions, and (d) the values of the equAtions
themselves.

Following the example shown in figure 8.1, the solar arguments are 9s12◦25′32′′

and 6s3◦53′13′′, the lunar mean arguments are: longitude 2s7◦50′35′′, anomaly
0s24◦55′52′′, and node 5s2◦17′39′′. Mayer rounded these values to arc-minutes be-
fore he used them as arguments to equAtions; his rounding was not as systematic as
is customary today. The minor equAtions are often numbered with Roman numer-
als, but Mayer changed the numbering of equAtions several times. It is therefore not
directly evident from either the Roman numeral or the value of the argument which
equAtion is intended in every case. For example, it is a priori unclear whether the
IIId equAtion with argument value 3s17◦0′ in figure 8.1 refers to the equAtion with
argument 2ω + ς , 2ω − ς , or still a different one. But since all arguments are com-
posed of simple integer linear combinations of mean positions, it is usually easy
to detect which combination yields the correct value of the argument (in our ex-
ample: 2ω − ς ≈ 3s17◦0′) and thus to identify the equAtion.26 After all equAtions
have been identified in this way, we know the sequence of the equAtions in Mayer’s
applied version.

25 Some later versions of Mayer’s tables have one exception in the form of an equAtion depending
on the longitude of the ascending node of the lunar orbit; see footnote 17 on page 29.

26 Complications arise from two causes: first, because an ambiguity may arise when several linear
combinations of the mean positions yield approximately the same value, and second, because of
computational errors or illogical rounding on Mayer’s behalf. Both can be resolved by looking
at neighbouring position calculations.
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Figure 8.1: An example position calculation, date 1738 January 2, 9h44m42s Paris mean
time, inferred errors −25′′ for longitude and +19 1

2
′′ for latitude. Reproduced from

Cod. µ
]
41, fol. 38v–39r with the kind permission of SUB, Göttingen.
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Moreover, with each equAtion we know not only the value of its argument, but
also the value of the equAtion itself. Most equAtions are of the form e = csinα ,
where e denotes the equAtion’s value, α its argument, and c its (yet unknown)
coefficient. For these equAtions we can, in principle, deduce the coefficient value c
from

c =
e

sinα
, (8.1)

provided that sinα 6= 0. Our example has a IIId equAtion whose value is −59′′; this
would yield c = −59′′

sin3s17◦0′ ≈ −61.7′′. Now we must give due consideration to the
rounding which took place in both α and e. Mayer rounded the tabular argument
α usually to minutes of arc, while the table provided the equAtion value e to arc-
seconds. Except when sinα is close to nil, the rounding of the argument α to
minutes of arc is insignificant, because the magnitudes of the equAtions are small.
The rounding of e is more significant. In place of computing a value for c, we do
better to compute a range within which we expect c to lie, given the values of α and
e. Disregarding rounding errors in α , we get a rough estimate of the table coefficient
c from

c ∈
[

e−0.5′′

sinα
,

e+0.5′′

sinα

]
.

We can repeat this determination for different α’s from several different position
calculations, and after a few repetitions the intersection of the intervals usually pro-
vides a pretty good estimate of the coefficient value c to a precision of 1′′ or better.
We have to exercise care to select position calculations depending on the same co-
efficients, or else the intervals may have an empty intersection; but here the context
of the calculations in the manuscript comes to help more often than not. For our
example in figure 8.1 we get c ∈ [−62.2′′,−61.2′′] using only one interval estimate,
suggesting already that the IIId equAtion in the tables that were used for this posi-
tion calculation was −1′2′′ sin2ω − ς .

Some equAtions, however, notably the equAtion of centre, the variation, evec-
tion, annual equAtion and the equAtion depending on ω− p, are more elaborate and
answer to

e =
n

∑
k=1

ck sinkα (8.2)

with, following Mayer’s practice, n = 3 or 4 for the equAtion of centre and variation,
and n = 2 for the other equAtions mentioned. For each of these equAtions we can
derive an estimate of Mayer’s original coefficient values ck by combining the data
of at least n different position calculations and using a standard numerical solver.
When selecting a set of calculations to determine the coefficients in these composed
equAtions, care is needed to ensure that Mayer performed them using the same
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tables. This is usually not difficult to establish; for example, many calculations
were made batch-wise.27

In this way, we can gain rough estimates of all or most of the coefficient values
in the lunar tables that Mayer was actually employing in a specific set of position
calculations. Obviously, this coefficient determination breaks down in case sinα is
near zero, but usually it is possible to select another calculation from the same batch
to make up for the near singularity. An evil exception are the variation coefficients,
which can never be retrieved from eclipse computations.

8.4.2 Extraction of coefficients from tables

Now we turn to the other part of the analysis tool. From all of Mayer’s lunar tables,
either in published form or in manuscript, I extracted the coefficient values by a
technique that will now be discussed.

Let us assume that all equAtions are of the form of (8.2), with n = 4 and pos-
sibly with ck = 0 for one or more values of k ∈ {1, . . . ,4}. A tabulation of such an
equAtion (as depicted in figure 4.1 on page 41) is basically a list of pairs (α,eα)
consisting of arguments α and corresponding tabular values eα , with α taking on
values of whole degrees. We write eα to explicitly express e’s dependency on the
argument. Given such a tabulation, we wish for a tool to retrieve the coefficient
values ck (1 ≤ k ≤ 4). In the simplest form of an equAtion with only a single term,
three of the ck’s will be zero.

From the table, we select five pairs (α,eα) for five well-chosen argument values
α . Four pairs suffice to extract the four sought-after coefficients; the redundant fifth
provides a check. The values of α should be well spread over the range 0◦ . . .180◦.
They should be ‘easy’ values (yet avoiding the zero points of the sine function) in
the sense that sin(kα) is easily computable, so that we stand the best chance that
Mayer computed the tabular value directly instead of via an interpolation proce-
dure.28 Still, the values eα are rounded to seconds of arc in the tables, and this has
a slight negative impact on the precision of the reconstructed coefficients ck.

With appropriate values of α substituted in equation (8.2), we obtain:

e30 = 1
2c1 + c3 + 1

2

√
3(c2 + c4), e150 = 1

2c1 + c3− 1
2

√
3(c2 + c4),

e45 = 1
2

√
2(c1 + c3)+ c2, e135 = 1

2

√
2(c1 + c3)− c2,

e90 = c1− c3.

27 Real life tends to be more complicated. In a series of 18 position calculations clearly belonging
to the same batch, one of the equAtions gave very doubtful and inconclusive results upon anal-
ysis. Suspecting an error in at least one of Mayer’s computations, I repeated the determination
18 times, skipping each of the 18 (α,e) pairs from Mayer’s computations in turn. The culprit
soon gave itself away because in exactly one instance the results were satisfactory. An error
was indeed detected in the skipped computation.

28 Cf. [Dalen, 1993, p. 11]. Van Dalen distinguishes between nodes which are precisely calculated
table values, and internodal values which have been interpolated.
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Of the various ways to solve these equations for ck, we choose:

c1 = 1
3(e30 +2e90 + e150), c2 = 1

2(e45− e135),

c3 = 1
3(e30− e90 + e150), c4 = 1

3

√
3(e30− e150)− c2.

Different solutions might yield slightly different values for the ck’s, because the
table entries eα have been rounded. Back-substitution of the four coefficients ck in
the previous system provides a check on any gross error.

In this way we can compute the four unknown coefficients from five tabular
values. Again, we could do with one tabular value less, but the inclusion of a re-
dundant tabular value provides an insurance against rounding errors and blunders
on behalf of either the creator of the tables or the person copying data from them.

I considered this rough-and-ready procedure a sensible alternative to a full-
blown but time-consuming spectrum determination for each table, for instance by
applying a Fourier technique capable of parameter retrieval in much more compli-
cated tabular structures. This reasoning was justified in those cases where the cor-
rect coefficients were known in an independent way, when the procedure yielded
the correct coefficients within a margin of 1′′. Further support was obtained when a
Fourier analysis of a sample of the tables yielded practically the same coefficients.
A precision of 1′′ is sufficient to distinguish Mayer’s different versions because his
changes from version to version were larger than that.29

I applied this tool to analyse every lunar longitude equAtion table that I discov-
ered in the archive. I added to this collection of the various coefficients the values
found in the form of lists such as, e.g., those published in Theoria Lunae (cf. dis-
play 7.1). In this way I compiled a useful overview of the different versions of
equAtions Mayer employed. The overview might still be incomplete either because
I missed a still extant version, or because some versions might have been destroyed.
Display A.1 in appendix A lists all versions that I was able to find.

8.4.3 Examples

Now that we have provided ourselves with means of extracting the coefficients im-
plicit in a particular series of position calculations, as well as the coefficients of
the various versions of lunar tables, we are well able to match position calculations
29 D’Alembert used basically the same technique to retrieve the coefficients of the two sepa-

rate terms that comprise Mayer’s equAtion of the variation [d’Alembert, 1756, III, pp. 21–22].
In our notation, d’Alembert assumed that Mayer’s equAtion of centre equals eω = c1 sinω +
c2 sin2ω , whereupon he recovered the coefficients using c1 = e90 and c2 = e45− 1

2

√
2e90. The

determination of coefficients that I deal with here is much simpler than in the cases presented
in [Dalen, 1993]. Van Dalen develops an array of tools to extract accurate coefficient values
underlying astronomical tables with a more complex mathematical structure than in our case.
Just because our tables represent sums of (at most four) sines of integer multiples of the argu-
ment, it is reasonable to expect that the tabular entries for arguments of 30◦, 45◦, etc., which
we use to extract the coefficient values, are correct: computationally, they involve nothing more
complicated than approximations to

√
2 and

√
3.
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to table versions. Give or take one or two seconds of arc, a unique match can al-
most always be established. Here are a few examples showing the power of this
technique.

First example. Manuscript Cod. µ1, fol. 38v, has three position calculations re-
lated to three solar eclipses. Recovery of the arguments of the minor equAtions
shows that the evection is among them, so that they are of the later variety of tables.
The Roman numbers of the equAtions match only with versions rede, veen, wad,
and wijd. After extraction of intervals for the coefficient values we must dismiss
wad and wijd because almost all their coefficient values are slightly out of bounds.
Veen matches (as far as we know its minor equAtions), except for one coefficient
which is just slightly off. Two of the remaining four equAtions (equAtion of centre,
variation, etc.) match rede, while veen is a few seconds off. A third equAtion
is matched equally well by both. The fourth is variation which gives inconclusive
results: its argument ω is necessarily nearly zero at solar eclipses. We conclude
that Mayer calculated these three position calculations with a table version at least
nearly identical to rede.

Second example. Manuscript Cod. µ5 contains about 131 numbered position cal-
culations. Analysis of one of its calculations yields coefficient values that are met
exclusively by mui, although mui is only a fragment of a complete set of tables,
consisting of a single sheet of paper with six of the minor equAtions. The Roman
ordinal numbers associated with the equAtions match too. Identification by only
six equAtions may seem doubtful, but there is spectacular additional evidence that
Mayer indeed employed mui here. Mui’s single sheet has two of the six tables on
it corrected by a newer version which was glued over the original, and I analysed
both old and new versions. Now, the magnitudes of the equAtions in the position
calculation of Cod. µ5 match the old version of mui, and the difference in magni-
tude between the old and new tables is written next to them. In other words: the
position calculations agree with both the original and corrected versions of mui and
they were altered according to the patched-on changes. This puts the use of mui
beyond all doubt, even though we can match only a limited number of coefficients.
Further analysis of position calculations in the same volume shows that the six mui

tables supplemented vlakte; indeed, they have an empty cross-section of tabulated
equAtions.

Third example. A long series of 55 sequentially numbered position calculations
on fol. 192r–202r of manuscript Cod. µ

]
41 have their ten minor equAtions sequenced

as in the kil tables. Initially Mayer had computed the tenth equAtion of those
position calculations (argument ω− p) using zwin, but the results were crossed out
and replaced by values based on kil. This puts the computations in the context of
Mayer’s transition from zwin to kil taking place some time between January and
May of 1753 (zwin and kil differ mainly in the sequence of the equAtions, and in
the coefficients of the equAtion depending on argument ω − p). Here again we see
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an example of position calculations that were corrected following an amendment to
the tables, just as in the second example above.

These position calculations are particularly interesting in connection with the
Euler-Mayer correspondence and with Mayer’s publications in volumes II and III
of the Göttingen Commentarii, as I will now explain. Mayer transmitted the coeffi-
cients of the zwin tables to Euler in a letter dated January 7, 1753. Kil represents
the tables that were published in the spring of that year. When Mayer mentioned to
Euler the publication of the latter, he added that he had made good use of some 139
of Bradley’s lunar observations, which he had received a few months earlier. Eu-
ler lost no time to reply that he had personally sent those observations to Mayer.30

The above-mentioned 55 calculations were based on these Bradley observations. In
support of the accuracy of his printed tables, Mayer attached the results of these
computations to an article on the applicability of his tables for longitude finding.31

Fourth example. Analysis of the computations on folios 24r and 26r–29v in man-
uscript Cod. µ

]
41 reveals coefficients that somewhat resemble the versions kil,

zwin, and gat, yet neither of these fits very well. Mayer performed these calcula-
tions using tables that I missed or that have been lost. I reconstructed all coefficients
and dubbed them version put. After a more comprehensive study of the complete
manuscript Cod. µ

]
41, I concluded that put and gat both represent phases later than

the Entwurf of display 6.2 but preceding zwin. Furthermore, some papers found in
Cod. µ

]
28 witness Mayer’s experiments that led him from put to zwin.32

On these pages, Mayer employed the same Bradley observations just men-
tioned, but the calculations showed considerably worse errors than the zwin and
kil tables achieved. In view of Mayer’s remark that he had received the Bradley
data only a few months before May 1753, we get a ready impression of the speedy
progress he was making in the preceding winter: he had conceived all versions gat,
put, zwin and kil during these months.

8.5 A ROLE FOR EACH MANUSCRIPT

The examples just given in the preceding section, show how the pair of pliers helped
to unveil the structure between Mayer’s bequeathed manuscripts. As more and more
connections between the manuscripts were found, a framework emerged in which
these connections could be understood, modelling the process by which Mayer en-
deavoured to improve his lunar tables. Figure 8.2 illustrates this framework. Its
constituents will be discussed in the present section. Some further details are filled

30 Euler had received these data from Gael Morris; he forwarded them via Christopher Schu-
macher to Mayer [Forbes, 1971a, pp. 65, 68].

31 [Mayer, 1754].
32 The papers are spreadsheets as discussed in section 8.6, yet different specimens than those

investigated there. All differences between the put and zwin versions were tried on these
spreadsheets.
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Figure 8.2: Schematic presentation of the process of improvement of coefficients. The
process (in particular the lower, triangular, part of it) is iterated several times.

in in section 8.6. The key objects to keep track of are: theory, equAtions (with their
arguments and coefficients), position calculations, and spreadsheets.

The theory box, top left, represents any form of lunar theory underlying the
published (kil) tables and its derivatives. This theory was not the one in Theoria
Lunae, but a mix of Eulerian techniques and elements from Newton/Lemonnier’s
NTM. Most of the material related to lunar theory is extant in Cod. µ

]
28.

The theory provided initial coefficients for the lunar tables or, alternatively, a
sort of confirmation for coefficients derived in different ways (e.g., by trial and
error). This is represented in the diagram by an arrow from the theory box to the
coefficients and tables box.

On the opposite side of the diagram we find the observations, which Mayer
collected mainly in Cod. µ12 from varying sources such as Philosophical Transac-
tions of the Royal Society, Mémoires de l’Académie Royale des Sciences de Paris,
and private correspondence. A list of Bradley’s observations, which Euler had for-
warded to Mayer, is in the last mentioned category.

Mayer compared observed positions of the moon to positions predicted by any
set of equAtions, usually in the form of tables. This is indicated in the diagram
by the two arrows ending at the comparison box. Many of these calculations were
recorded sequentially in Cod. µ

]
41, Cod. µ7, Cod. µ5, and Cod. µ1. Each comparison

started with a date and time, and concluded with a table error, i.e., a difference
between calculated and observed place of the moon. In this way Mayer was able
to create a massive amount of data, from which he could judge the success of the
tables. Moreover, he recognized that this aggregate of data would, in principle,
enable him to improve the accuracy still further. This project must have appeared
rather daunting to him, because he had 20 to 30 parameters to adjust, and there were
random errors in the observations which could be, depending on circumstances, of
the same order of magnitude as the errors in the predictions.
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He found an ingenious way to handle this complex task. He collected and
sorted the results of the position calculations, sometimes in between the calcula-
tions of Cod. µ

]
41, but more often on the separate spreadsheets now in Cod. µ

]
33

and Cod. µ
]
28. He then used these sheets to try various amendments to the table

coefficients, recording the effects on the table errors. In this way Mayer was able
to experiment and, glancing over the effects, to select the amendments that looked
successful in diminishing the differences between predictions and observations. The
essence of the process may be summarized in one sentence: Mayer fed the results
of the comparisons into the spreadsheets, where he cooked up revised coefficients,
with which he constructed new lunar tables. This is illustrated in the diagram by the
arrows from the comparison box, via the spreadsheet box, back to the tables and
coefficients box, completing a closed circuit.

We can identify several traversals of Mayer’s through this circuit. In the first
one, Mayer compared a subset of the list of Bradley’s observations to position com-
putations with coefficients of put.33 He collected the results in spreadsheets,34

where he experimented with changes to the put coefficients. This led to the zwin

tables. After a few additional changes, not recorded on these spreadsheets, zwin
was adjusted to form the printed kil tables.

In a later traversal, Mayer used the kil tables for position computations, and
recorded the comparisons in Cod. µ

]
41. The first few spreadsheets of this round were

also in Cod. µ
]
41; later ones were on separate sheets. Changes to the coefficients led

to the generation of tables of the Cod. µ
]
49 family: val, vlakte, mui.

Mayer made another traversal using the new tables, recorded the comparisons in
Cod. µ5, and performed his experiments on spreadsheets 9, 10, and 11 of Cod. µ

]
33.

Spreadsheets on folios 12 and up are of a later date. They must be associated with
comparisons in Cod. µ1 and parts of Cod. µ

]
55 and prepared for coefficients of the

‘last manuscript tables’ rede.
Due to the volume and high information density of the archive material, I had

occasion only to investigate one of his traversals in detail (the one that started from
kil). Based on their visual appearance, it seems unlikely that the other manu-
script folios reflect a significantly different procedure. On the other hand, a study of
Cod. µ

]
41 is rewarding not only because of its link to the spreadsheets, but also be-

cause it extends from the preparation of the zwin and kil tables to their successors,
the manuscript tables in Cod. µ

]
49, and, last but not least, because it contains many

researches that Mayer referred to in texts and letters of that period, thus allowing us
to date several of its parts.35

We will now turn to a more detailed analysis of the manuscripts themselves, in
particular the spreadsheets.

33 These computations are in fol. 24–29, 74, 75 of Cod. µ
]
41.

34 Double folio in Cod. µ
]
28, not paginated.

35 Most notable are the investigations that he mentions in the foreword of [Mayer, 1753b]. Several
were also mentioned in his correspondence with Euler [Forbes, 1971a].
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8.6 SPREADSHEETS

Two examples of spreadsheets are depicted in figures 8.3 and 8.4. The first column
of each spreadsheet lists calendar dates for which Mayer had made a comparison
of observations and predicted positions (using tables of a kind). The second col-
umn contains the errors of the tables, i.e., the differences between the observed and
calculated positions. The errors are obtained by subtracting the observed lunar po-
sitions from the calculated lunar positions. This, and the column headings such as
‘Err.Tabb.’, indicates that Mayer regarded the tables, and not the observations, to be
in error. That is a sound standpoint considering that his intention is to improve the
predictive accuracy of his tables. In section 9.2 we will investigate to what extent
Mayer was aware of the errors present in the observations.

In order to get a first impression of the workings of the spreadsheets, we con-
sider the columns following the initial errors. They usually contain a heading such
as ‘VI = 1− 1

4 ’. Such a heading signifies that the magnitude of the VIth equAtion
was to be reduced by a quarter. The numbers in the column below the heading show
what the Err.Tabb. column of errors would have been, if this revised VIth equAtion
took the place of the original VIth equAtion.

The next column heading might be, for example, IX+ 1
6 to indicate the increase

of equAtion number IX by one sixth. Usually the columns are cumulative, i.e., the
errors tabulated in column n represent the errors as they would turn out after all
the amendments indicated in columns 3, . . . ,n. Thus, the numbers in the columns
would at once show the differences between the observations (considered fixed)
and the more or less plastic state of the tables, affected by amendments in this
and all preceding columns. But sometimes Mayer decided to ‘undo’ part or all of
the amendments made to the coefficients, and sometimes he revised a particular
equAtion more than once on a sheet, so the cumulativity should always be checked
carefully.

By way of example, the spreadsheet depicted in figure 8.3 will be discussed in
detail in section 8.6.1, but first we will take stock of the various sheets that play a
role here.

Apparently, the first spreadsheets of the current round of improvements are
those in Cod. µ

]
41, fol. 341v–342r, 43v–44r, and 46v/47r. Soon Mayer made them

on separate sheets which are now located in Cod. µ
]
33 and Cod. µ

]
28. The numbers

by which I refer to the sheets in Cod. µ
]
33 are those that have been assigned by li-

brary staff. These numbers do not necessarily respect the chronological order of
the sheets. The sheets in Cod. µ

]
28 are not numbered; among those are two sheets

marked by Mayer as ‘Tab.I’ and ‘Tab.II’. The latter is a continuation of the first, so
they will here be referenced together as Tab.I/II. Only those spreadsheet folios will
be studied here that play a role in the improvement of the printed kil tables into the
first manuscript tables that Mayer sent off to London in December 1754 (rak).

Some other spreadsheets in Cod. µ
]
28 have already been mentioned on page 148.

They are connected with Mayer’s earlier improvement of put to zwin. Furthermore,
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I found that sheet numbers 9 to 11 of Cod. µ
]
33 were connected with position cal-

culations in Cod. µ5 which in turn were computed with the mui and vlakte tables,
indicating that they date from the end of that period (see discussion of Cod. µ5
in section 8.3). The remaining sheets, numbers 12 and up, contain many data of
1757 and later, so they show that Mayer continued to use approximately the same
technique to attain further improvements, most likely connected with position cal-
culation in Cod. µ1 and the final rede tables. This technique clearly had a great
appeal to Mayer.

This kind of work was work in progress to Mayer, and it can safely be asserted
that he did not consider publication of the spreadsheets. Therefore, it is no wonder
that he took no effort to explain or document the details of the enterprise in which
they played a role. The notation ‘VI = 1− 1

4 ’ meant more to him than it means to us:
we have to find out for ourselves the exact equAtion aimed at. We know neither its
argument nor its coefficient, nay not even how many terms it comprises. EquAtions
changed places, and coefficients varied, from version to version of the lunar tables.
Although that complicates the task of analysis, it also provides valuable clues to
cross-link the spreadsheets to tables and other manuscripts.

8.6.1 Example: sheet 7

The treatment of the spreadsheets in this example is meant to illustrate their content,
and to provide enough detail to allow an interested reader to check the computa-
tions for him- or herself. There is no intention here to convey a historically correct
account of how Mayer worked with them: we will come to that point later in the
chapter. By way of example, we will now go through the columns of sheet number 7
of Cod. µ

]
33, reproduced in figure 8.3.

The dates in its left column refer to 14 occultations (some perhaps appulses) of
Aldebaran, and 4 of Regulus. For these dates, the approximate mean solar anomaly
ς and the ecliptic mean lunar longitude C, elongation ω , and nodal distance δ are
listed in display 8.1, with an additional column ’err’ that will be explained later.

These values, rounded to degrees, have been computed using the kil epochs
and mean motions, for the approximate time of day that Mayer stated with his orig-
inal position computation. They do not appear on the sheets but they are included
here for ease of reference. Ideally, the Aldebaran and Regulus occultations would
all show a lunar longitude of 146◦±2◦ and 66◦±2◦, respectively, nearly identical
to the longitudes of these stars but allowing some margin for the moon’s semi-
diameter, a time lapse of an hour or so, precession, etc. This precision is not always
met, for reasons that I have not investigated further. It may also be noted that the
dates of the Aldebaran occultations come in groups separated by about 19 years.
This is because Aldebaran’s ecliptic latitude is almost −51

2
◦, which places it near

the southern limit that the moon can ever reach in its orbit; consequently, Aldebaran
occultations occur only under favourable positions of the ascending node, which
cycles the ecliptic in 19 years.
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date ς C ω p δ err
Aldebaran ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ ′′

1680 Sep 13 76 62 250 191 242 15′′

1680 Nov 7 130 63 196 185 245 93′′

1699 Aug 18 50 70 284 149 255 60′′

1700 Jan 2 185 71 149 135 264 49′′

1701 Feb 16 229 73 105 91 288 −61′′

1717 Sep 25 86 70 247 132 245 −18′′

1718 Feb 9 221 74 113 120 256 −25′′

1719 Apr 22 292 72 40 70 278 23′′

1719 Oct 30 120 69 212 46 285 45′′

1737 Mar 8 248 73 85 64 265 −24′′

1738 Jan 2 184 68 146 25 276 −25′′

1738 Aug 8 39 65 289 358 284 −15′′

1738 Oct 2 93 65 236 352 287 98′′

1738 Dec 23 174 63 152 341 290 12′′

Regulus
1738 Dec 2 153 153 262 73 018 25′′

1691 Feb 12 226 143 178 208 164 1′′

1683 May 4 305 148 104 170 018 32′′

1747 Mar 23 262 153 150 95 179 8′′

Display 8.1: Mean arguments of the data on Cod. µ
]
33, sheet 7, and the initial errors.

The four columns following the date column have been crossed out by Mayer.
Three of them are curiously numbered 11, 12, and 13; the first of these contains
numbers whose source I was unable to trace. The headings and functions of each
of the columns starting from the one numbered 12 are discussed below, using the
equAtions of the kil version as reference and the 1680 Sept. 13 row of numbers as
a running example. It is great fun to compare the amendments in these columns to
the differences between the kil and vlakte coefficients as listed in Appendix A;
the reader may enjoy this for him- or herself.

The heading of column 12 reads XII = 1+ 6
60·60 . This means that the coefficient

of the XIIth equAtion is increased by its 6
3600 th part. The XIIth equAtion of kil

is −1◦20′42′′ sin(2ω − p) + 35′′ sin(4ω − 2p), so that the amendment amounts to
−8′′ sin(2ω − p), for all practical purposes. For the example date of 1680 Sept. 13,
the amendment is −8′′ sin(309◦) ≈ +6′′. Adding this to −28′′ of the previous col-
umn gives −22′′, which matches the entry on the manuscript (at least when we are
willing to read it with its sign corrected).

Column 13 has a hard-to-read heading: either VI = − 1
12 , or perhaps 1

10 or 1
7 .

The VIth equAtion is +90′′ sin(2ω + p); 1
12 th of it is 71

2
′′ sin(2ω + p). For the

example date, we obtain 71
2
′′ sin(331◦)≈−4′′. Subtracting this from the value−22′′
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of the previous column yields −18′′, as indeed we find on Mayer’s spreadsheet.
Diminishing by 1

12 is the correct interpretation.
The next heading reads V = 1− 1

4 −
1

20 . The Vth equAtion is +72′′ sin(2ω −
p− ς); Mayer’s notation here suggests that an earlier reduction of its coefficient by
1
4 or 18′′ is now to be followed by an additional reduction of 1

20 or 3.6′′. Hence, the
first value in this column is −18′′−3.6′′ sin(2ω − p− ς)≈−15′′.

Apparently, Mayer made a fresh start in the next column which he labelled
III; it is not crossed out like the previous four columns, and it is separated from
them by a vertical line. The additional note ‘in libello occultat.’ (‘in the little book
of occultations’) might refer to the pamphlet (which is now part of Cod. µ

]
41) that

contains Mayer’s position calculations. Our current column III also occurs on the
spreadsheet of folio 43v–44r, where its values are computed by adding the same
amendments as here to the initial errors of that sheet. For that reason, the initial
errors of folio 43v–44r are included in the above list under the heading ‘err’.

The amendments comprise a constant shift of −24′′ for the Aldebaran occul-
tations, and −12′′ for the Regulus ones, and an increase of the VIIth equAtion
(+58′′ sin(2δ − p)) by half of it, i.e., 29′′ sin(2δ − p). Thus, the first entry of the
column is +15′′−24′′+29′′ sin(293◦)≈−36′′, as in Mayer’s sheet.

Six similar columns IV–IX implement the following amendments, as can be
checked by reference to the kil equAtions listed in Appendix A:

◦ VI = 1− 3
16 , that is approximately −17′′ sin(2ω + p);

◦ X = 1+ 1.5
60 , that is +10′′ sin(2ω −2p);

◦ V = 17
20 , that is −11′′ sin(2ω − p− ς);

◦ XII = 1+ 6
60·60 , that is −8′′ sin(2ω − p);

◦ I = 1− 1
120 , or nearly −6′′ sin(ς);

◦ IX = 11
6 or −8′′ sin(2δ −2ω).

The reader is encouraged to check that these amendments, when applied to our stan-
dard example, yield the value −7′′, whereas Mayer’s result is −81

2
′′. Such insignif-

icant differences build up easily, but they do not invalidate our basic understanding
of what is going on.

The next two columns in Mayer’s sheet implement a correction of the moon’s
mean motion, of roughly +10′′ per 30 years after 1700. One column lists the cor-
rection, the next column (marked X) is the sum of that correction and the value in
column IX. Column XI subsequently applies a shift of −3′′ in the case of the Alde-
baran occultations, and +2′′ to the Regulus occultations, which most likely reflect
a revision of the ecliptic longitudes of these stars.

Variation is the object of the next seven columns. These columns list, succes-
sively, ω , 2ω , −7′′ sin(4ω), −7′′ sin(2ω), column XI−7′′ sin(4ω), 3ω , and finally
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+10′′ sin(3ω). The value of ω = 250◦ for our example date is only 3◦ from Mayer’s
value of 8s13◦, but the difference gets as large as 12◦ in the argument 4ω . It is easy
to check the other values in the columns. Only one amendment is actually car-
ried through; to wit, −7′′ sin(2ω) in the column marked as XII. The other columns,
which are not used to correct the error values, are not included in Appendix B.

The next column looks as if it has been squeezed in. It lists −7′′ sin(4ω −2δ );
these values are not used further. Then comes a list of −7′′ sin(2p); neither have
these values been used further.

EquAtion XIV, which is also known as the reduction to the ecliptic, is next. It
is modified by − 1

60 , that is −7′′ sin(2δ ), which, again, is not used further on this
sheet. The next column lists the value of argument 2δ − p, neither do we use this
here.

The final column is numbered XIII and it has an additional amendment to the
VIth equAtion, on top of the amendment brought about in column IV. The equAtion
is here further reduced by 3

48 = 1
16 , i.e., 6′′. In the case of our running example, this

adds 2′′ to the error of −201
2
′′ in column XII, resulting in the final value of −181

2
′′.

8.6.2 Data: origin and grouping

An inspection of the data and initial table errors that Mayer used in the various
spreadsheets already enables us to put the sheets in a rough chronological order.
Not much can be said about Mayer’s criteria for admittance of specific observations
into his data set, except that he preferred star occultations and solar eclipses ob-
served with the aid of telescopes and pendulum clocks. There are only very few
observations of Mayer himself, which comes as no surprise considering that the
Göttingen observatory was not ready before the summer of 1754, and that Bird’s
mural quadrant was installed there only in February 1756.36

Folios 341v–342r and sheet 8. The spreadsheet on Cod. µ
]
41, fol. 341v–342r,

contains data from 15 solar eclipses. Almost exactly the same dates in the same
sequence occur on the 8th sheet in Cod. µ

]
33.37 The initial error columns of the two

spreadsheets match too. The remaining columns make it clear that sheet 8 starts
where fol. 341v–342r leaves off.

Folios 43v–44r, 46v–47r, sheet 6 and sheet 7. Cod. µ
]
41, fol. 43v–44r has 13

occultations of Aldebaran, a star then known as Palilicius. The same occultations,
plus one extra, are re-used in spreadsheet Cod. µ

]
33 sheet 6. The initial table errors

are the same in both cases, but sheet 6 also lists the values of several equAtions
separately, which is rather uncommon.

36 Cf. the paucity of observations in Cod. µ6 before the installation of the quadrant.
37 There are only two exceptions: one is a lapsus calami of Oct. 5 for Oct. 25; the other is a date

(1733 May 13) which occurs in the Cod. µ
]
41 page without being used, and which is omitted

from the Cod. µ
]
33 sheet completely.
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Figure 8.3: Cod. µ
]
33, spreadsheet 7. Reproduced with the kind permission of SUB, Göttin-

gen.
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These 14 Aldebaran occultations are found again in two other spreadsheets: in
Cod. µ

]
41 on fol. 46v–47r, and in Cod. µ

]
33 on sheet 7. The former has the same initial

errors except in one place. The latter has no initial error column, but it continues
from a particular column found somewhere in the middle of the former. Both sheets
contain four additional occultations of Regulus.

Apart from its Aldebaran occultations, sheet 6 also counts 29 lunar eclipses.
The mean of the absolute initial table errors of these lunar eclipses is about 33,
whereas the mean of the absolute errors of the solar eclipses and Aldebaran occul-
tations is 23. The poor result in case of the lunar eclipses may explain why they
played only a minor role in the improvement of the tables. The disappearance of
lunar features into the shadow of the earth during lunar eclipses are hard to time,
because the gradual transition between umbra and penumbra, augmented by scat-
tering in the terrestrial atmosphere, causes the earth to cast a fuzzy shadow on the
moon. For the same reason, longitude determination from lunar eclipses tends to
yield rather poor results.

Sheet 1. On sheet 1 we find first the same 14 solar eclipses as on sheet 8, followed
by 21 occultations of Aldebaran including those already mentioned, then the four
Regulus occultations, and finally 15 other occultations or conjunctions with mainly
Alcyone, Antares, and Spica. Lunar eclipses are significantly absent from this sheet.
As far as the data on this sheet occur on other spreadsheets, they have identical
initial errors or at most a few seconds difference.

Tab. I/II. Two of the spreadsheets of Cod. µ
]
28, marked ‘Tab.I’ and ‘Tab.II’, con-

tain almost the same data set as on sheet 1, with identical initial table errors. Addi-
tionally they contain a selection of the lunar eclipses of sheet 6, also with identical
initial errors. Sheet 1 was made difficult to read because Mayer had wedged in
many data between already filled lines, but on Tab.I and Tab.II the inserted data had
found their deserved slot.

Sheets 2–5. The remaining spreadsheets of interest are those numbered 2 to 5 of
Cod. µ

]
33. These sheets all contain the same dates in largely the same ordering and

with identical initial errors, save very few differences here and there. The dates on
these sheets are mostly those on Tab.I/II augmented by about 30 occultations includ-
ing a dozen of Regulus. The position calculations of these Regulus occultations are
not in Cod. µ

]
41, unlike almost every other phenomenon used in these spreadsheets.

The initial tabular errors on these four spreadsheets are, as far as the dates allow
comparison, considerably better than on Tab.I/II.

Sheet 3 has the peculiarity of an empty space where sheets 2, 4, and 5 list the
14 lunar eclipses. A mistake on sheet 5 that has been corrected on sheet 2 suggests
that sheet 5 was made before sheet 2. In accord with this, sheets 2 and 4 have two
dates in 1754 which are more recent than any of the dates on the other sheets. So
sheet 3 and 5 must antedate sheet 2 and 4.
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Figure 8.4: Cod. µ
]
33, spreadsheet 2. Reproduced with the kind permission of SUB, Göttin-

gen.
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8.6.3 Analysis

Now that we have an idea of the dates and initial errors that went into the sheets,
let us turn our attention to the content of the remaining columns. In order better
to understand the relations between the spreadsheets and related manuscripts, and
to test my interpretation, I decided to make an electronic version of them: indeed,
using a spreadsheet program on a computer. First, I will go into some of the details
of constructing the electronic mimics, and then I will present the conclusions that I
was able to draw from them.

Ideally, the electronic spreadsheets fulfil a number of prerequisites. They assist
in the interpretation of their original paper counterparts. Of course the lay-out of
the paper and electronic incarnations must be the same. As a further requirement,
it must be easy to feed the electronic spreadsheet with a different interpretation of a
column in the paper spreadsheet, thus testing different possibilities in case of doubt.
As a bonus we expect to spot some of Mayer’s calculation mistakes. Finally, the
electronic version easily enables us to do some statistical analysis of the data, which
then provides us with an idea of the effectiveness of Mayer’s work.

An electronic spreadsheet is a matrix, consisting of rows and columns, whose
elements can hold various kinds of data, including text, numbers, and functions.
Looking at a spreadsheet on-screen, we see the text, the numbers, but usually not
the functions: instead, we see the values that the functions produce, given the input
which usually consists of the values in specific other locations of the spreadsheet.

Looking at Mayer’s paper spreadsheets, we see rows and columns filled with
numbers. The rows commence with a date, such as (taking the first data row in
figure 8.3 as an example again) 1680 Sep 13. The columns are headed by a brief de-
scription of their meaning: for example, ‘−24′′ et VII = 1+ 1

2 ’ indicating a constant
shift of −24′′ and an increase of the seventh equAtion by half its value. The number
in the row starting with 1680 Sep 13 and below this column heading is the resulting
error between predicted and observed lunar position, for that date, if the tables are
modified as stated together with all the amendments specified in previous columns.
Or, at least, in most cases it is; sometimes Mayer rejected some amendments and
returned to a state in a former column.

We can safely assume that Mayer operated in the following way, exemplified
for the example date and example amendment. He looked up the relevant position
calculation for the event of this date, and inspected that calculation to take out the
value of the VIIth equAtion, which is −54′′. Half of this, or −27′′, he then added
to the error value in the preceding column of his spreadsheet, and obtained +15′′−
24′′−27′′ =−36′′, the new cumulative error value.38

38 This particular example is taken from the position calculation on sheet 7, Cod. µ
]
33, where, as

we have seen, column III applies the stated amendment of the VIIth equAtion together with
a shift of −24′′. It turns out that Mayer treated all equAtions as independent. In reality they
are not completely independent because the equAtions were applied in steps, and each step
depended on the results of the previous step. Mayer justly disregarded the very small secondary
effects of the amendments as they ripple through the steps.
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We follow the same strategy in the electronic spreadsheet, but we replace the
looking up of the original equAtion-value by a direct computation, as follows. We
know not only the listed date of the event, but (through inspection of Mayer’s posi-
tion calculation) also the approximate time of day. For that instance in time we can
compute the mean arguments of lunar longitude, apogee, and node using Mayer’s
mean motion coefficients, and also the solar longitude and apogee, assuming the
mean motions of the kil tables. These five values can be computed once and for
all for the complete collection of dates and times that appear in the spreadsheets.
Thereafter we have them ready for the computation of any argument needed, since
the arguments are just linear combinations of them. This same procedure was used
in the example of section 8.6.1.

Now, continuing our example, we are faced with the task of applying ‘VII = 1+
1
2 ’ for 1680 Sept. 13. Assuming that Mayer dealt with his kil tables, we guess that
the VIIth equAtion is +58′′ sin(2δ − p); we may have to make a different guess in
case the numbers disprove our assumption. We compute the argument 2δ − p using
the lunar mean arguments stored for this event, and find 293◦. We substitute this in
the supposed formula of the VIIth equAtion, and obtain 1

2 · 58′′ sin(293◦) = −27′′.
Even without consultation of Mayer’s position calculation we can discern that our
result agrees with his result, because it allows us to compute exactly the same value
for the new column as we find in the manuscript. So perhaps our guess was right.
Hoping for more successes, we repeat the same operation for the other dates down
the same column, and if our results are generally in agreement with Mayer’s, then
we conclude that we interpreted ‘VII = 1+ 1

2 ’ correctly. We should not be disturbed
by finding small differences of 1′′ or 2′′, which may be easily caused by rounding
errors. Larger errors do sometimes occur and if they are only few, they may be due
to an error on the part of Mayer, but if there are many, then our interpretation needs
revision. One relatively often occurring mistake of Mayer’s is that he accidentally
reversed the sign of the amendment (continuing the example, he would then add
instead of subtract 27′′).

In passing, we note that the prescription ‘VII = 1 + 1
2 ’ is apt for Mayer’s pro-

posed method: it clearly expresses what to do with the looked-up value of the
equAtion in the position calculation, without recourse to its argument. An alter-
native notation stating the number of seconds, such as VII +28′′, would mean much
harder work, but nevertheless there are some instances of it. Mayer also extended
his notation to, e.g., the self-explanatory ‘VII = 1+ 1

2 −
1

20 ’.
It takes a while to implement all the relevant spreadsheets in electronic form,

backing up to try a different interpretation when results do not match. The results of
this are represented in Appendix B. For every sheet it shows a list of the successive
amendments to the equAtions, and the effect of each amendment is shown in a box
plot. The appendix concludes with a display showing all amendments in all sheets,
as an aid in comparing them.

Display 8.2, to which the following remarks apply, shows how much of the data
is confidently understood. Under ‘columns’ is a count of the columns in the sheets
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sheet columns problematic total diffs

Cod. µ
]
41 44 10 0 130 1

47 16 0 288 8
342 16 0 214 2

Cod. µ
]
28 I 29 0 1932 34

Cod. µ
]
33 1 24 2 1253 13

2 30 8 2448 42
3 20 0 984 6
4 7 1 631 5
5 27 0 1780 26
6 7 0 189 0
7 16 1 272 7
8 21 0 294 5

all 223 12 10415 149

Display 8.2: Statistics of the spreadsheet mimic. See the text for explanations of column
headings.

in which Mayer actually implements an experimental amendment to an equAtion.
Columns of convenience that just record an intermediate value of some kind are
excluded from this count. The columns in the mimic with a high number of prob-
lematic results, indicating a lack of understanding on my part, are counted under the
next heading. Under ‘total’ is the total count of all Mayer’s coefficient amendments
for all dates: the example above for argument VII on 1680 Sept. 13 counts as 1.
Since not all columns are completely filled in for all the dates on the sheets, the
count in this column is less than the product of the number of dates and the number
of columns. Finally, under ‘diffs’ is a count of the cells where the reconstruction
and the original differed by more than 5′′, originating either from built up rounding
differences, or from an error by either Mayer or me. This count is limited to those
in the well-understood amendment-implementing columns. Whenever I discovered
such a difference I adopted Mayer’s value for the electronic spreadsheet, to keep
original and mimic as similar as practicable.

The listed counts show that I was able to understand about 90-95% of the sheets,
certainly enough to base significant conclusions on.

8.7 RESULTS

The 13 spreadsheets analysed in the previous section were all made between the
spring of 1753 (the publication of the kil tables) and October 1754. Thus, Mayer
computed those more than ten thousand spreadsheet entries in at most 18 months.
On average, he filled more than 550 entries a month, and this must have taken a
considerable share of his time. Indeed, Mayer wrote to Euler on March 6, 1754 that
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he had applied most of his spare time to the improvement of lunar theory.39 The
effort that Mayer put into the improvement of his lunar tables was enormous and I
have not been able to find a similar effort of model fitting in or before the 1750’s on
an even slightly comparable scale. We will now draw some conclusions from the
analysis of the sheets.

First of all, let us return to Mayer’s own remarks on his procedure as he wrote
to Euler on March 6, 1754, discussed above on page 134. We may now recognize
several aspects that he mentioned there: the central role for occultations, especially
those of Aldebaran; different adjustments for the epochs of differing bodies, reflect-
ing catalogue errors of the stars; the presence of many ‘although almost inappre-
ciably small’ corrections; and the total absence of direct lunar observations such as
meridian transits. All these aspects are confirmed in the spreadsheet analysis.

The dates that Mayer employed, combined with the initial table errors, suggest
a certain grouping among the sheets. Fol. 342 (on solar eclipses) is, most likely,
the oldest, because it seems as if Mayer’s technique is in a more rudimentary state
compared to the other sheets. Sheet 8 is clearly connected with it, being the only
other dealing exclusively with solar eclipses.

The Aldebaran series of sheets consists of fol. 44 and 47, sheet 7. Perhaps sheet
6 (lunar eclipses followed by Aldebaran occultations) antedates fol. 44. With sheet
1 begins the phase where solar eclipses and star occultations are studied simultane-
ously. Lunar eclipses are also blended in on later sheets.

The next trials took place on sheets Tab.I/II and Mayer apparently reached a
conclusion, because they resulted in a new set of table coefficients. Consequently,
the kil tables must have been superseded by new ones, of the vlije, vlakte, and
mui variety. This is evident when the changes made on Tab.I/II are compared to the
differences between kil and the latter group of tables.

The remaining sheets 2 to 5 start with a substantially better initial error column
that was calculated from this fresh version of lunar tables. These sheets contain no
amendments larger than 16′′ (except in the epoch of lunar apogee), contrary to all
the sheets discussed above. These sheets are connected with the newer variety of
the vlije, vlakte, mui and similar tables.40

39 [Forbes, 1971a, p. 80]. As a side note, we remark that the intensity of his labour may explain, to
a certain extent, the scarcity of signposts with which Mayer kept track of his own work; clearly
he was so absorbed in his task that he was not overly anxious to get lost.

40 The arguments are as follows. Firstly, when Mayer constructed sheets 3 and 5 he had decided
to drop the VIIth equAtion (argument 2δ − p) and renumber the ones following it. This is con-
sistent only with the val, vlije and vlakte tables found in Cod. µ

]
49 and with mui. Vlakte

is also consistent with an explicit reference to the main evection coefficient written on sheet 3.
The equAtion with argument 2δ − p reappears as the last equAtion before the reduction to the
ecliptic, i.e., the pseudo-equAtion of argument δ .
Second, when an amendment is stated as a fractional change to the original equAtion, then its
effect in arc-seconds puts limits on the value of the coefficient of that original equAtion (this
is comparable to the extraction of coefficients from position calculations explained above).
Sometimes these limits are narrow enough to restrict the table versions that can be associated
with the spreadsheet. With this principle it can be shown that only Cod. µ

]
49-versions and mui

(which is very similar) match sheet 2.
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These points together demonstrate that Mayer used the early spreadsheets up to
sheet 1 to improve the coefficients of the printed kil tables, probably resulting in the
vlije tables of Cod. µ

]
49. From there, using updated initial error values, he started

a new round of improvements on sheets 3,5 and 2,4 which also precipitated in the
Cod. µ

]
49 tables, although it is less clear how. These results justify my interpretation

of Mayer’s process as depicted in diagram 8.2.

8.7.1 Reflection

In the final diagram in appendix B it can be seen that Mayer tried to fit almost every
equAtion in his tables. The reduction (the XIVth) is the only exception.41 He also
makes amendments to longitude (partly to correct errors in the catalogued positions
of the occulted stars), mean motion, and apogee position, and he tries several ‘new’
equAtions. No amendments are made to equAtions of latitude and parallax of the
moon, however.

Working with the sheets, Mayer had to make decisions continuously. He had
to decide which equAtion to amend next and by how much. He needed to select
successful amendments and to drop unsuccessful ones. And he had to decide when
to make new tables based on the revised coefficients, going full circle in our con-
ceived diagram. I have no indications that he made those decisions methodically.
The spreadsheets formed a tool, and an appealing tool at that, but they do not em-
body a method. They would be part of a method when the whole process were
formalized, including a mechanism repeatedly to select the next modification of
yet another equAtion, and including a criterion to decide when to make new tables.
Without these conditions, application of the process was confined to the individ-

Third, when we modify equAtions I to IX of kil using the amendments of sheet 1, the result
matches the vlije version pretty well, except for the VIIIth: Kil’s coefficient +40′′ reduced
by 1

8 gives +35′′, whereas vlije has +30′′. None of the other table versions matches nearly
as well. We have no indication of the major vlije coefficients for equAtions X to XIII. The
amendments for those equAtions in sheet 1 (or on any of the spreadsheets that I presume precede
it) are partially matched by the vlakte coefficients. The amendments in the remaining sheets
2–5 provide a weak link between the vlije/vlakte coefficients and val.
Finally, fol. 20v of Cod. µ

]
49 lists conclusions that are based on sheet 2. I could not determine

if indeed Mayer prepared tables according to the amendments that he summarized there. The
amendments are mostly, but not completely, consistent with a possible transition from vlije

and val (the latter filling the gaps that the former leaves open) to vlakte. The situation is
rather complex and it seems that Mayer replaced some tables in some versions by new ones.

41 The reduction is a pseudo-equAtion, it reduces the computed longitude of the moon in its orbit
to the ecliptic. As such it is not a perturbation of the lunar motion, but it reflects a change
of coordinate system. Its magnitude depends on the inclination of the lunar orbit with respect
to the ecliptic. Interestingly, Mayer remarked ([Mayer, 1753b, p. 387]) that the inclination is
variable due to solar attraction, but that he took its mean value for the reduction, and worked
the variable part into the variation. Although there are no adjustments to the coefficient of this
equAtion in the spreadsheets, Mayer did revise its value from −6′57′′ in the printed kil tables,
to −6′51′′ in vlakte, vlije and Theoria Lunae, to −6′44′′ in val and veen. These changes
might reflect his revisions of the mean inclination of the lunar orbit.
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ual of Tobias Mayer performing the specific task of improving his lunar tables. To
speak of a method would require a generalization breaking at least one of these
restrictions. In that respect, Gauss’s verdict of hausbackene Combinationen was
correct.

Although Mayer usually tried several different amendments to an equAtion,
he was seldom in doubt regarding the sign of the amendment. That is, he had a
pretty firm idea whether to increase or decrease any equAtion. I suggest that he was
guided by visual inspection of equAtion values for the different dates in relation to
the error values. To make successful decisions he would need a mind that is able
quickly to assess large streams of numbers, which is perhaps a likely attribute for
anyone successful in lunar theory. But although the proposed sign of an amendment
was usually right, the consequences of the amendment were occasionally computed
with a accidentally reversed sign.

The summaries of the sheets, depicted in the appendix, show that Mayer was
able significantly to improve his tables, to the extent that they could match existing
observations. My reanalysis indicates that the standard deviations of the errors went
down from σ ≈ 40′′ starting with the kil tables, to σ ≈ 16′′ on sheet 5. This would
suggest that his declared goal to achieve tables accurate to 30′′, was reached in
95% of cases, at least when we are willing to assume a normal distribution of the
errors. Lacking the modern concepts of standard deviation and normal distribution,
Mayer supposedly meant to bring all errors down below 30′′, not just 95% of them,
or any other convenient percentage. In connection with this, it is interesting to
glance over the box plots in appendix B and observe that Mayer was often more
effective in reducing the outliers, than the interquartile range (i.e., the length of
the middle box) of his data set.42 He may have reached further improvements in
the other spreadsheets that I did not analyse. I produced a least-squares fit of the
table coefficients to the same data as Mayer had employed in his spreadsheets. The
modern fit on the same reference data set as Mayer used, accomplishes a standard
deviation of 14.5′′, showing that Mayer’s fit was remarkably successful. It came
very close to the least-squares fit.

42 The standard deviation for kil just mentioned is roughly in agreement with the one found
in display 6.3 on page 106, but the final standard deviation of σ = 16 on sheet 5 seems too
optimistic when compared to σ = 30′′ for the final rede tables. Presumably this is a result
of either the totally different reference data sets (real observations in Mayer’s case, against
virtually error-free positions computed from modern ephemerides in display 6.3), or else of the
circumstance that Mayer’s improvements in mean motion parameters are not taken in in the
latter display.




